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Native to Indonesia and New Guinea, these handsome birds require a high-fiber diet with lots
of fruit and greens. All Complete Pet Owner's Manuals are heavily illustrated with color photos
and line art, and are filled with reliable, easy-to-understand information on pet care. The many
titles in this series show and tell pet owners how to care for dogs, cats, birds, fish, reptiles,
gerbils, hamsters, and virtually every other animal that is kept as a pet. The books give advice
on purchasing and otherwise acquiring a pet, maintaining health care, housing, proper feeding,
and where applicable, grooming and training. Clear, straightforward text comes with highquality, full-color photos and anatomically accurate line art, as well as helpful tables and charts.
African Grey Parrots are known as the "Einstein's" of the parrot world because of their
incredible talking and mimicking ability which gave it quite a reputation among bird enthusiasts
for centuries! Although this bird is a favorite among experts, this is a bird that comes with a
thick instruction manual to keep this amazing pet happy and healthy. This book will give you
tons of great information in understanding your grey parrot, their behaviors as well as their
characteristics. This will easily guide you on how you should feed and care for them and keep
them for life! Embark on the wonderful journey of sharing your life with an African Grey Parrot.
Learn to maximize the great privilege of living with one and be able to share this unique and
unforgettable experience just like the royalties that came before you! African Grey Parrot facts
& information including where to buy, health, diet, lifespan, types, breeding, fun facts and
more!
The Essential Guides have all the facts that the new or experienced pet owner needs for a
successful relationship with his or her pet. Packed with interesting sidebars, the books discuss
the special characteristics of the pet; bringing your new pet home; the optimal way to feed your
pet; and how to properly groom your pet. Also included are comprehensive chapters on health
care and how to train your pet like an expert.The many vibrant and descriptive photos in the
Essential Guides are taken by a professional photographer, and each book contains perforated
fact cards with lots of helpful care tips. Consulting Editor Ian Dunbar, Ph.D., MRCVS, is the
founder and an ongoing member of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers. onsulting Editor
Pamela Leis Higdon, an aviculturist of long standing, was an associate editor for Bird Talk
magazine and the first managing editor of Birds USA.
Offers positive, humane methods for training a parrot, focusing on such common issues as nail
trimming, wing clipping, harnesses, riding in a carrier, and behavioral enrichment.
African Greys have a deserved reputation for extreme intelligence and ability to repeat words.
They make fascinating pets and companions. Books in the Complete Pet Owner's Manuals
series present basic information about pets for new or soon-to-be owners. Advice and
instruction covers feeding, housing, health care, training, grooming, protection against hazards,
and more. Texts emphasize pet care basics and are easy for all readers to understand, but
most titles also present facts that even experienced pet owners and breeders will find new and
useful. All books in this series are filled with high quality full-color photos and instructive line
art.
This is the Complete Step by Step Guide for Newbies on How to Raise Your African Grey
Parrots From Birth to Growth Using this guide you will learn the following Training Your African
Grey Parrot Keeping Your African Grey Parrot Feeding Your African Grey Parrot Housing Your
African Grey Parrot Caring For Your African Grey Parrot Proper Health for Your African Grey
Parrot Get your copy today by scrolling up and clicking Buy Now to get your copy today
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Parrots For
Kids Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers Bestselling author John Davidson
presents "Parrots For Kids – Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers". Beautiful Pictures
and easy reading format will help children fall in love with Parrots. This is one of over 30 books
in the Amazing Animal Books for Young Readers Series. The series is known as one of the
most beautiful on the ereaders. The pictures look great even in black and white and are
excellent on the full color ereaders. Lots of facts and photos will help your children learn about
this wonderful animal. Children are given a well-rounded understanding of this beautiful animal:
its anatomy, feeding habits and behavior. *** You and your kids will love learning about
Parrots*** Table of Contents Introduction About Parrots Features of Parrots Where parrots live
Diet of Parrots Intelligent Skills- mimicry and Speech Parrots as Pets Love Birds Parakeets
Cockatiels Cockatoos African Greys Macaws Parrots in various cultures Conservation of
parrots Fun facts about parrots Author Bio Introduction If you happen to visit a zoo in your
childhood, I am pretty sure that you must have been mesmerized by the beauty of parrots and
intrigued by the different varieties found in that enclosure. If a zoo could hold such an amazing
collection, imagine the spectacular shows the parrots may put up in the wild apart from finding
rare species in their very own natural habitat. What a wonderful sight it would be! Especially
when it comes to bird watching, parrots are a real treat to watch because of their spectacular
shades of colors and their vivid behavioral patterns. Whether it is big, medium sized or large,
parrots are special in their own way. Parrots are real entertainers. There is no doubt about that.
You may know that parrots can ‘talk’. But how is that possible? Do you know why they ‘talk’
and what helps them ‘talk’? Did you know that some parrots have some personality in them
and require attention? Fascinating isn’t it? Come join us as we explore the world of parrots,
where we will be learning about different parrot varieties, their behavior and most importantly –
why and how do they ‘talk’.
Repeat after me: Parrots aren’t just for pirates! While parrots have a historical reputation for
being a pirate's best friend, in the modern-day U.S.—where birds are the nation’s third most
popular household pet-thousands of landlubbers are in on the act! And that’s not
surprising—parrots are as affectionate, friendly, and fun to be with as a dog or cat. They are
also relatively low-maintenance, with no rude 5 a.m. awakenings with demands for food or
punishing walks. Renowned avian care and behavior consultant Nikki Moustaki is your friendly
guide to the colorful world of this intelligent and chatty pet. In this book, you'll be introduced to
the vibrant diversity of the parrot world, which covers a wide variety of Psittacidae family
members, including macaws, cockatiels, and parakeets. You'll also learn the best ways to
choose, care for, and love your resplendently feathered companion. Pick your perfect parrot
Devour the latest on nutrition Tame and train Make the perfect home Whether you're just
setting out in the parrot world or are a seasoned voyager on the parrot-y seas, this 2nd edition
of Parrots For Dummies has something for you and your pet—and will repay the hard-won
pirate gold you spent on it a thousand times over!
This book, illustrated with 51 full-color photos and 45 black and white photos and drawings,
presents sensible, easy-to-follow recommendations about all aspects of selecting and caring
for an African Grey Parrot.
Wright gives you information and advice to help you take care of your African grey parrot, from
selection to health and activities.
'A moving tribute that beautifully evokes the struggles, the initial triumphs, the setbacks, the
unexpected and often stunning achievemnets . . . [while] uncovering cognitive abilities in Alex
that no one believed were possible.'Publishers WeeklyOn September 6, 2007, an African Grey
parrot named Alex died prematurely at age thirty-one. His last words to his owner, Irene
Pepperberg, were 'You be good. I love you'.What would normally be a quiet, very private event
was, in Alex's case, headline news. Over the thirty years they had worked together, Alex and
Irene had become famous - two pioneers who opened an unprecedented window into the
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vast world of animal minds. Alex's brain was the size of a shelled walnut, and when
Irene and Alex first met, birds were not believed to possess any potential for language,
consciousness, or anything remotely comparable to human intelligence. Yet, over the years,
Alex proved many things. He could add. He could sound out words. He understood concepts
like bigger, smaller, more, fewer, and none. He was capable of thought and intention.
Together, Alex and Irene uncovered a startling reality: We live in a world populated by thinking,
conscious creatures.The fame that resulted was extraordinary. Yet there was a side to their
relationship that never made the papers. They were emotionally connected to one another.
They shared a deep bond far beyond science. Alex missed Irene when she was away. He was
jealous when she paid attention to other parrots, or even people. He liked to show her who was
boss. He loved to dance. He sometimes became bored by the repetition of his tests, and
played jokes on her. Sometimes they sniped at each other. Yet nearly every day, they each
said, 'I love you'.Alex and Irene stayed together through thick and thin - despite sneers from
experts, extraordinary financial sacrifices, and a nomadic existence from one university to
another. The story of their thirty-year adventure is equally a landmark of scientific achievement
and of an unforgettable human-animal bond.
Recounts the true story of an African grey parrot who was the subject of a devoted graduate
student's scientific experiment on animal intelligence and who astonished everyone with its
ability to add, understand concepts and speak hundreds of words. By the author of Aliens for
Breakfast.
African Grey Parrots as Pets: African Grey Parrot Facts & Information Including Where to Buy,
Health, Diet, Lifespan, Types, Breeding, Fun Facts andNrb Publishing
In CONVERSATIONS WITH COSMO: AT HOME WITH AN AFRICAN GREY PARROT, Dr.
Betty Jean Craige tells the story of her parrot's education in the language and culture of her
human friends. Cosmo is a seven-year-old female Congo African Grey Parrot who by the age
of six had learned more than a hundred words and had uttered more than two hundred
different phrases, makes up her own phrases, and is still learning. Craige recounts how Cosmo
learned to talk, developed social skills and a sense of humor, and became an adorable
feathery little person, a real party animal. Cosmo is funny-her first joke was "Telephone for
bird!"-and so is Craige. Craige's purpose in writing this very entertaining book is not only to
report and explain her parrot's acquisition of language and it's cognitive abilities, but alsothrough Cosmo's story-to awaken readers To The mental activities of all the animals with
whom we humans share space on our planet. The book has a preface by Irene Pepperberg,
author of THE ALEX STUDIES and ALEX AND ME, and two appendices: a list of "Cosmo's
Utterances" and a list of "Forty-Four Tips for Living with an African Grey" and an index.
Also known as weiro or quarrions, cockatiels belong to the cockatoo family that is originally
from Australia. These birds are quite easy to breed and are, hence, very popular as pets.
Cockatiels are known for their extremely social nature. They also make the best companion
birds. Although they do not particularly love to be cuddled, these birds will need your time and
attention. The temperament of these birds is responsible for their popularity as pets. There are
several qualities of the cockatiel that make them wonderful pets, but there are some downsides
as well. They can be demanding, can develop behavioral issues and even certain health
issues when not maintained well by their owners. With this book you get a complete idea about
what it is like to own a cockatiel. That way, when you decide to bring one home, you are
equipped with all the information that you need. This book is great for beginners and also for
people with some experience with parrots. It gives you all the information that you need from
the time that you bring the bird home. Below are just a few of the many subjects that you will
get in-depth knowledge about in this book. The goal is to make you a responsible pet parent
and to ensure that your bird has a healthy, happy life. Covered in this book: - Bonding Breeding - Care - Diet - Feeding - Health - Housing - Interacting - Preparing your home Page 3/10
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- Training - Traits and history .... and much more.
A New York Times Bestseller "The most scientifically important dog in over a century." —Brian
Hare Chaser has fascinated dog lovers and scientists alike. Her story reveals the potential for
taking out dialogue with dogs well beyond "fetch." When retired psychology professor John
Pilley first got his new Border collie puppy, Chaser, he wanted to explore the boundaries of
language learning and communication between humans and man's best friend. Exhibiting
intelligence previously thought impossible in dogs, Chaser soon learned the names of more
than a thousand toys and sentences with multiple elements of grammar. Chaser's
accomplishments are revolutionizing the way we think about the intelligence of animals. John
and Chaser's inspiring journey demonstrates the power of learning through play and opens our
eyes to the boundless potential in the animals we love.
From two experts on wild parrot cognition, a close look at the intelligence, social behavior, and
conservation of these widely threatened birds. People form enduring emotional bonds with
other animal species, such as dogs, cats, and horses. For the most part, these are
domesticated animals, with one notable exception: many people form close and supportive
relationships with parrots, even though these amusing and curious birds remain thoroughly
wild creatures. What enables this unique group of animals to form social bonds with people,
and what does this mean for their survival? In Thinking like a Parrot, Alan B. Bond and Judy
Diamond look beyond much of the standard work on captive parrots to the mischievous,
inquisitive, and astonishingly vocal parrots of the wild. Focusing on the psychology and
ecology of wild parrots, Bond and Diamond document their distinctive social behavior,
sophisticated cognition, and extraordinary vocal abilities. Also included are short vignettes—field
notes on the natural history and behavior of both rare and widely distributed species, from the
neotropical crimson-fronted parakeet to New Zealand’s flightless, ground-dwelling k?k?p?.
This composite approach makes clear that the behavior of captive parrots is grounded in the
birds’ wild ecology and evolution, revealing that parrots’ ability to bond with people is an
evolutionary accident, a by-product of the intense sociality and flexible behavior that
characterize their lives. Despite their adaptability and intelligence, however, nearly all large
parrot species are rare, threatened, or endangered. To successfully manage and restore these
wild populations, Bond and Diamond argue, we must develop a fuller understanding of their
biology and the complex set of ecological and behavioral traits that has led to their
vulnerability. Spanning the global distribution of parrot species, Thinking like a Parrot is rich
with surprising insights into parrot intelligence, flexibility, and—even in the face of
threats—resilience.
20 years ago Pepperberg set out to discover whether results of pigeon studies necessarily
meant that other birds were incapable of mastering cognitive concepts and the rudiments of
referential speech. This is a synthesis of her studies.
"African Grey Parrots: All About Nutrition, Care, Training, Diseases And Treatments" 164
pages paperback edition with black and white interior. If you don't own yet a bird and you want
to purchase one, or you already have one and want to learn more interesting things about
them like, how to understand your parrots behavior to avoid situation of biting, how to
understand your parrots body language, how to teach them to talk, what steps you must follow
if your bird is escaping and you want to bring it back, how to hand feed a baby parrot, how to
recognize the abnormal droppings of your bird, how to administer medication to your parrot,
how to help your bird when accidents happen, how to help your parrot when it has difficulty in
delivering the eggs (the retention of the egg) and much more, then this book could be
interesting for you. You can read the following chapters: Exotic birds-parrots Congo African
Grey parrots Description Areas of Congo African Grey parrot Character Lifespan How to
choose the right bird General criteria How to purchase a healthy bird How to determine the
parrots gender Life with cage birds Preparing your house for the new arrived parrot The
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of the parrots The new arrived parrots diet How to train your parrot Talking and
training How to teach your parrot not to bite Learn to observe your parrots body language Cold
season, hot season How to care of your bird in cold season How to care of your bird in hot
season Cages and accessories Cage location Cages Aviaries Roofing Toys and accessories
The main diet of Congo African grey parrots Cleaning your parrots house Breeding The
anatomy of Congo African grey parrots Respiratory organs Digestive components Urinary tract
organs Genital organs The eyes The ears Molting Stress bars How to maintain your parrots
health The first sign of disease Few advices about how to keep your parrot healthy How to
recognize the abnormal droppings Feather picking and self-mutilation How to catch and
manipulate your parrot without hurting it How to choose the right avian vet What should you
know, when you inform your vet Microchipping your parrot How to take care of the beak and
the nails of your parrot How to clip your parrots wings Bathing your parrot The special needs of
the parrots Flying exercises Bedding materials The everyday life of parrots Inappropriate
perches What you can do if your parrot is escaping from the cage How to prevent the escape
What you can do if your parrot has already escaped How to hand feed a baby parrot How to
administer medication to your parrot Adding medication in drinking water Adding medication in
food Liquid medication (Suspensions) Injectable medication Vitamins and minerals excess or
deficiency First aid kit for your parrot Trauma at parrots Poor general condition Forced feeding
Parasites External parasites Scab at parrots Internal parasites Skin and feather problems
Inflammation of the skin (Dermatitis) Xanthomas (Fatty tumors) Skin tumors (Lipomas) The
appetite and the digestive system The bird doesn't want to eat and drink The bird eats too
much When the bird has diarrhoea Enteritis (Inflammation of the intestines) Gastrointestinal
parasites and more...
African Grey Parrots are exceptional birds. They are intelligent, curious and emotional. They
create great bonds with their owners and they generally want to please their owner. They are
able to learn words, to understand words and to learn tricks. This might all sound like great fun
but they also require your attention. African Grey Parrots can live up to 50 years with the right
diet and medical care. It does take plenty of time and dedication to care for such an amazing
pet. Deciding if this is a type of bird you should buy or not is important. Never get one just
because they are beautiful or you love the idea of a talking parrot. As you read this book, you
will be able to decide if an African Grey Parrot is right for you or not. All of the following is
included: - History of the African Grey Parrot - Diet - Cage keeping and cleaning - Teaching
them to talk - Teaching them tricks - Possible health problems - Finding a vet - Cost of care Toys and puzzles - Keeping them stimulated - Possible behavior problems and how to handle
them - Where to buy an African Grey Parrot - Natural habitat - Flock mentality - Bonding Reducing anxiety as they get used to their new home - Safety and security - Characters and
behaviors - Interacting with other people and other pets - Common mistakes - Determining if
they are the right pet for you or not
All aspects of caring for African Grey parrots are covered in this comprehensive book. The
Guide to Owning an African Grey Parrot contains information about housing, feeding, and
training these sensitive and intelligent birds. An in-depth section on health care, in addition to a
thorough discussion of the species' natural history and behavioral traits, is certain to prove
useful to experienced owners as well as those just beginning to know and love these
spectacular parrots.

Well known as an authority and writer on parrots, author Wolfgang de Grahl
recounts his own experiences from many years of keeping and caring for Grey
Parrots. In addition, he has assembled reports and observations from parrot
lovers spanning more than a century. The result is a multifaceted portrayal of the
character and behavior of Grey Parrots, both as a species and as individuals.
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African Grey Parrots are exceptional birds. They are intelligent, curious and
emotional. They create great bonds with their owners and they generally want to
please their owner. They are able to learn words, to understand words and to
learn tricks. This might all sound like great fun but they also require your
attention. African Grey Parrots can live up to 50 years with the right diet and
medical care. It does take plenty of time and dedication to care for such an
amazing pet. Deciding if this is a type of bird you should buy or not is important.
Never get one just because they are beautiful or you love the idea of a talking
parrot. As you read this book, you will be able to decide if an African Grey Parrot
is right for you or not. All of the following is included: History of the African Grey
Parrot Diet Cage keeping and cleaning Teaching them to talk Teaching them
tricks Possible health problems Finding a vet Cost of care Toys and puzzles
Keeping them stimulated Possible behavior problems and how to handle them
Where to buy an African Grey Parrot Natural habitat Flock mentality Bonding
Reducing anxiety as they get used to their new home Safety and security
Characters and behaviors Interacting with other people and other pets Common
mistakes Determining if they are the right pet for you or not"
Titles in BarronÂ's popular series of Pet Handbooks are filled with reliable
information and helpful advice on animal care. Written by breeders, veterinarians,
and other pet experts, these photo-illustrated books instruct on housing, feeding,
healthcare, and where applicable, grooming. Titles devoted to dog breeds also
discuss exercise needs and training methods. BarronÂ's Pet Handbooks
resemble BarronÂ's alternate series, the Pet OwnersÂ' Manuals, but each of the
Handbooks has a larger page count and includes more detailed advice and
instruction.
The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill is the inspiring story of how one man found his
life’s work—and true love—among a gang of wild parrots roosting in one of
America’s most picturesque urban settings. Mark Bittner was down on his luck.
He’d gone to San Francisco at the age of twenty-one to take a stab at a music
career, but he hadn’t had much success. After many years as an odd-jobber in
the area, he accepted work as a housekeeper for an elderly woman. The gig
came with a rent-free studio apartment on the city’s famed Telegraph Hill, which
had somehow become home to a flock of brilliantly colored wild parrots. In this
unforgettable story, Bittner recounts how he became fascinated by the birds and
made up his mind to get to know them and gain their trust. He succeeds to such
a degree that he becomes the local wild parrot expert and a tourist attraction.
People can’t help gawking at the man who, during daily feedings, stands with
parrots perched along both arms and atop his head. When a documentary
filmmaker comes along to capture the phenomenon on film, the story takes a
surprising turn, and Bittner’s life truly takes flight.
African grey parrots have been pets for thousands of years-there are records of
these birds as household pets in biblical times. It has a fascinating ability to
reason and an uncanny talent for accurately mimicking words and phrases. It can
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also understand human speech, which has helped to catapult this bird to stardom
in research circles and the pet trade. A well-trained African grey can learn
hundreds of words, phrases, and sounds. If you don't own yet a bird and you
want to purchase one, or you already have one and want to learn more
interesting things about them like, how to understand your parrot's behavior to
avoid situation of biting, how to understand your parrot's body language, how to
teach them to talk, what steps you must follow if your bird is escaping and you
want to bring it back, how to hand feed a baby parrot, how to recognize the
abnormal droppings of your bird, how to administer medication to your parrot,
how to help your bird when accidents happen, how to help your parrot when it
has difficulty in delivering the eggs (the retention of the egg) and much more,
then this book could be interesting for you. Exotic birds-parrots Congo African
Grey parrots Description Areas of Congo African Grey parrot Character Lifespan
How to choose the right bird General criteria How to purchase a healthy bird How
to determine the parrot`s gender Life with cage birds Preparing your house for
the new arrived parrot The transportation of the parrots The new arrived parrot's
diet How to train your parrot Talking and training How to teach your parrot not to
bite Learn to observe your parrot's body language Cold season, hot season How
to care of your bird in cold season How to care of your bird in hot season Cages
and accessories Cage location Cages Aviaries Roofing Toys and accessories
The main diet of Congo African grey parrots Cleaning your parrot`s house
Breeding The anatomy of Congo African grey parrots Respiratory organs
Digestive components Urinary tract organs Genital organs The eyes The ears
Molting Stress bars How to maintain your parrot`s health The first sign of disease
Few advices about how to keep your parrot healthy How to recognize the
abnormal droppings Feather picking and self-mutilation How to catch and
manipulate your parrot without hurting it How to choose the right avian vet What
should you know, when you inform your vet Microchipping your parrot How to
take care of the beak and the nails of your parrot How to clip your parrot's wings
Bathing your parrot The special needs of the parrots Flying exercises Bedding
materials The everyday life of parrots Inappropriate perches What you can do if
your parrot is escaping from the cage How to prevent the escape What you can
do if your parrot has already escaped How to hand feed a baby parrot How to
administer medication to your parrot Adding medication in drinking water Adding
medication in food Liquid medication (Suspensions) Injectable medication
Vitamins and minerals excess or deficiency First aid kit for your parrot Trauma at
parrots Poor general condition Forced feeding Parasites External parasites Scab
at parrots Internal parasites Skin and feather problems Inflammation of the skin
(Dermatitis) Xanthomas (Fatty tumors) Skin tumors (Lipomas) The appetite and
the digestive system The bird doesn't want to eat and drink The bird eats too
much When the bird has diarrhoea Enteritis (Inflammation of the intestines)
Gastrointestinal parasites
The Senegal Parrot has a history that dates back to biblical times. It is one of the
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oldest parrot species kept by humans for centuries! Its extraordinary beauty and
intelligent, loving personality are what kept this parrot at the peak of popularity.
Senegal Parrots are gorgeous, playful and have the intelligence level of a sixyear-old with the temperament of a two-year-old! Yes, they require serious
commitment but are great lifelong companions. Although this bird is a favorite
among experts and bird enthusiasts alike, the Senegal parrot is considered to be
quieter than most parrot species, but they are still capable of loud screams and
vocalizations. In this book, you'll be easily guided on understanding parrots; their
behaviors, their characteristics, how to care for them and a whole lot more.
Senegal parrots that are properly cared for generally have sweet, charming
personalities and they can make great pets. This book will provide you with a
brief view of the joys of parrot parenthood. Covered in this book: - Behavior with
other pets - Buying - Cages - Care - Care during seasons - Costs - Diet Grooming - Health - Pros and cons - Toys - Training ..... and much more.
Everyday life with an African grey parrot by his owner including her perspectives
on animal intellect and unique insights into nature.
Authored by well-known avian expert Rosemary Low, this title?featuring 270
colour photographs over 168 pages?is available in soft and hard cover
format.The chapters History of the Captive Grey Parrot, In the Wild and
Worldwide Trade include details on distribution, population estimates and threats,
habits, diet, observations in the wild, CITES quotas and mortality. The two
recognised subspecies Psittacus erithacus erithacus and P. e. timneh are
examined.The section on this species in captivity focusses on Housing, Breeding,
Artificial Incubation, Handrearing, Diet and Nutrition, Mutations and Diseases and
Disorders. Companion bird keepers are provided specific information on the
suitability of the Grey Parrot as a pet species, the selection of parent-reared
versus handreared and wild-caught versus aviary-bred Grey Parrots and which
subspecies to choose.Details on how to prepare a new home and the provision of
enrichment and mental stimulation vital for this intelligent bird, as well as an
overview of general care are of particular interest to the pet owner. Other pet
topics include talking and mimicry, behaviour and behavioural
problems.Rosemary Low has accomplished a task to be congratulated in the
diversity of information specific to this species?a valuable reference for both
breeders and pet owners.
Various types of parrots, macaws, cockatoos, conures, cockatiels, budgies, and
mynah birds are depicted, with notes on their care, feeding, and training
The key to owning an Umbrella Cockatoo is providing them with adequate care to
prevent unwanted behavior. This book is perfect for you to understand everything
that you need to know about your bird.
From the tiny parakeet to the giant hyacinth macaw, not all parrots place the
same demands on their parents. Parakeets, conures, cockatiels, lories;the parrot
family consists of the most popular pet birds, each offering keepers their unique
characteristics and exotic beauty as well as their specific requirements. Bird
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expert and author, Carol Frishmann has written a must-have book for every
parrot parent-to-be, an all-in-one guide that will remain indispensable in every
bird home, regardless of the size, trainability, or personality of the feathered child.
More than a selection guide, Parenting a Parrot offers all the information owners
need to know about feeding, caring for, and training their chosen parrot. Though
both good talkers, the eclectus parrot may be quieter than the cockatoo, but he's
not nearly as cuddly. Parenting a Parrot tells owners what to expect from their
parrots and how to get the most out of their avian companions.INSIDE THIS
BOOK:Finding and purchasing the ideal parrotDescriptions and needs of the
most popular twenty parrot speciesComprehensive positive-reinforcement-based
training chapter, including trick training, talking, and training a flighted birdLiving
with a parrot, including establishing daily routine, socializing, housing, home
safety, and cleanlinessThe parrot's meal plan: diets, organic and natural options,
and special needsUnderstanding parrot behavior, enrichment strategies, and
problem solvingGrooming, health care, first aid, and senior careParenting tips
highlighted in sidebars in each chapterLists of recommendations for best talkers,
quietest species, trick experts, beginner's birds, etc.Includes detailed species
descriptions of these parrots:African GreysAmazonsBourke's
ParkeetsCaiquesCockatielsCockatoosConuresEclectusLineolated
ParakeetsLories and
LorikeetsLovebirdsMacawsParakeets/BudgiesParrotletsPionusPsittaculasQuaker
ParakeetsSenegals and Other PoicephalusPlus: Brotogeris, Great-Bills,
Kakarikis, Rosellas, Hawk-Headed Parrots, Vasa Parrots
African Grey Parrots are exceptional birds. They are intelligent, curious and
emotional. They create great bonds with their owners and they generally want to
please their owner. They are able to learn words, to understand words and to
learn tricks. This might all sound like great fun but they also require your
attention.African Grey Parrots can live up to 50 years with the right diet and
medical care. It does take plenty of time and dedication to care for such an
amazing pet. Deciding if this is a type of bird you should buy or not is important.
Never get one just because they are beautiful or you love the idea of a talking
parrot.As you read this book, you will be able to decide if an African Grey Parrot
is right for you or not. All of the following is included: - History of the African Grey
Parrot- Diet- Cage keeping and cleaning- Teaching them to talk- Teaching them
tricks- Possible health problems- Finding a vet- Cost of care- Toys and puzzlesKeeping them stimulated- Possible behavior problems and how to handle themWhere to buy an African Grey Parrot- Natural habitat- Flock mentality- BondingReducing anxiety as they get used to their new home- Safety and securityCharacters and behaviors- Interacting with other people and other pets
This superb colourful title authored by Rosemary Low, includes 168 pages of
comprehensive information on this species in the wild and in captivity as an
aviary and companion bird. Features 230 colour photographs.Contents?History,
In the Wild, Worldwide Trade, Subspecies, Physical Characteristics, Colour
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Mutations, Abnormal Colouration.In Captivity?Accommodation for Breeding
Pairs, Breeding, Artificial Incubation, Handrearing, Holiday Care, A Healthy Diet
and Diseases & Disorders.As Companion Birds?Selection and Purchase,
Preparing a Home for your New Pet, Enrichment and Mental Stimulation, General
Care, Pet Characteristics and traits, Talking and Mimicry, Psychology and
Common Behavioural Problems.
African Grey Parrots are known as the "Einstein's" of the parrot world because of
their incredible talking and mimicking ability which gave it quite a reputation
among bird enthusiasts for centuries! Although this bird is a favorite among
experts, this is a bird that comes with a thick instruction manual to keep this
amazing pet happy and healthy. This book will give you tons of great information
in understanding your grey parrot, their behaviors as well as their characteristics.
This will easily guide you on how you should feed and care for them and keep
them for life! Embark on the wonderful journey of sharing your life with an African
Grey Parrot. Learn to maximize the great privilege of living with one and be able
to share this unique and unforgettable experience just like the royalties that came
before you!
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